
 

We are looking for 

Head of Research (m/f) - Spain 

to start in our Madrid office as soon as possible. 

 

 

Statista.com unites professional IT experts, industry-savvy researchers and renowned analysts. Together, we 

operate one of the world‘s leading statistics portals. Using our innovative and intuitive research tool, we 

supply our international customers from economic, educational and media backgrounds with current and 

relevant quantitative data. Be a part of this multiple award-winning company and contribute to its success 

story. 

 

Your task 

� You will be responsible for all Spanish-language content on the Statista.com platform. 

� You will recruit and train a team of new employees. 

� You will manage a Statista office in Madrid. 

� You will conduct economic data research for various topics in Spain. 

� You will process, archive and publish these data in Spanish via the Statista.com platform to a specialist 

audience. 

� You will manage web content via our own content management system. 

� You will monitor the content usage and keep the database up to date. 

 

 

Your background 

� Experience in project management and team leadership 

� Successful completion of undergraduate studies 

� Spanish native speaker with exceptional written and spoken English  

� Structured, organized and independent working style with attention to quality, detail and accuracy 

� Ability to describe complicated data in a concise and comprehensible manner 

 

 

Our offer 

You will work for an exciting and innovative company. As part of a dynamic team, you will find an excellent 

working environment with little hierarchy and great potential for promotion within the company. 

During the first months, you will become familiar with our content management system and business 

practices at our head offices in Hamburg, Germany. Upon completion of this period, you will be 

responsible for building and leading a Spanish team in Madrid as Head of Research. Additional 

responsibilities include conducting economic data research on selected topics and managing website 

content. 

We look forward to your application via e-mail. Please include your salary expectations among your 

application materials. 

Contact 

Statista GmbH 

Jenny Frank 

Johannes-Brahms-Platz 1 

20355 Hamburg 

personal.eu@statista.com 

Job Description 

Permanent position (m/f) 


